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causes the calibration of the instruvnerlt to ~ i i aage  v,it51 
3.51'1,302 time. All of the above techniques have the farther dis- 
APPARATUS FOR MEASURENG CONDUCmVITY advantage that they require separate instrlrmenls to pro- 
AND VELoC'TY '' U1l*HE'ZBIVG A PEu- vide measurements of the values of the stream conduc- RALITY OF SENSPNG COILS POSITIONED I N  tivity and velocity. T H E  PLASMA 
Vernon J. Rossow, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to the BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  T H E  PRESENT 
United States of America a s  represented by the Ad- 
ministrator of the National Aeronautics and Space INVENTION 
Administration In accordance with this invention, there is provided 
Filed Apr. 20,1967, Ser. No. 634,038 10 a novel system for measuring directly and continuously 
Int. C1. GQlr 33/12 the local values of the electrical conductivity and velocity 
US. CI. 324--34 l3 of an  ionized gas stream with a single instrument. This 
is accomplished by employing a coil system which in- 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE cludes a primary coil and a t  least two secondary coih 15 coupled thereto through the gas stream. By special geo- 
A system for measuring the conductivity and velocity metric arrangements of the primray coil and the secondary 
of plasma streams employs a primary coil and several coils, a large electrical amplification of the signals from 
secondary coils magnetically linked thereto through the the secondaries is possible, thus increasing the accuracy 
plasma. The positions of the secondary coils relative to of the measurements. 
the primary are such that they respond to distortions of 20 If the direction of gas stream flow is known, the pres- 
the magnetic field produced by the presence of the elec- ent invention requires only three coils, a primary coil 
trically conductive fluid. The signals in the secondaries and two secondary coils, to produce the desired measure- 
vary linearly with the conductivity and the product of ments. One of the secondary coils will produce an oub- 
conductivity times velocity. put signal which is a function of the conductivity alone, 
25 while the other secondary coil produces an  output sig- 
nal which is a function of the conductivity times the 
The invention described herein was made by an em- velocity. If the direction of gas stream fovr is not known., 
ploye of the United States Government and may be manu- additional secondary coils are provided, and these sec- 
factured and used by or for the Government for gov- ondary coils provide output which are measures of the 
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royalties 30 three components of the gas velocity. 
thereon or therefor. OBJECTS OF T H E  INVENTION 
SUMMARY O F  T H E  INVENTION It is therefore an  object of this invention to provide 
This invention relates in general to systems for meas- an  improved system for measuring the conductivity and 
uring the conductivity and velocity of plasma streams, 3.5 velocity of  an  ionized gas stream. 
and relates more particularly to  such systems for pro- I t  is a further object of the present invention to  pro- 
ducing signals which are a direct measure of both the vide a system for measuring the conductivity and velocity 
conductivity and the velocity. of an  ionized gas stream which provides a direct and 
DESCRIPTION OF T H E  PRIOR A R T  continuous indication of the measured values. '" I t  is an additional obiect of this invention t o  nrovide 
Numeroils techniques have been employed in the past 
to measure the conductivity and velocity of ionized gases, 
such as plasma streams in wind tunnels. Some of such 
techniques for measuring the velocity of these gases have 
involved "time of flight" measurements in which par- 45 
ticles are introduced into the stream and the time of 
transit of these particles from one point to another is 
measured. However, since the energy of the gas stream 
is high, the chemical reactions and the light emitted in 
the stream by the gas have made it impossible to make 
the% technique\ produce more than an order of magni- 
tude e\timate of the velocity. 
Other proposed techniques for measuring conductivity 
a system for measuring the conductivity and velocity 
of an  ionized gas stream with accuracy and high spatial 
resolution. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide a sys- 
tem for measuring the conductivity and velocity of an  
ionized gas stream in which a single device produces 
output signals which are  measures of both of these 
quantities. 
I t  is an  additional object of the present invention lo  
provide a system for measuring the conductivity and ve- 
locity of an  ionized gas stream in which output signals 
are produced which vary linearly with the conductivity 
and with the product of the conductivity and the velocity. 
or velocity have utilized the principle that a magnetic 
field is distorted by a moving plasma, or that the resist- B5 BRIEF DESCRiPTrON OF 
ance of an  electrically conducting gas dissipates energy 
from an oscillating magnetic field. However, in these 
latter techniques. because of the coil and Row field ar- 
rangements u x d ,  the measured conductivity or  velocity 
of the plasma is the average of a bulk nature over a 00 
volume that include5 a Iargc part of the Bow field, so 
that other means must he utilized to obtain local values 
for these quantities. 
Additionally, the arranrernenh eri~pfoyed for the coils, 
coupled wrih the complexity of the gas dynamic Aow field, 
make it difficult to obtain a theoretical analysis for In- 
rerpreting the re-iultn. A further dizadvantage of thew 
techniques involv~ng mcasurrng the diwpation of an 
osctiIa[ing electromCignetic field 1 5  that the result5 are not 
part~culdriy accurate because the hedttng of the instru- 70 
merit hy intern41 electrtc current\ and by the hot gas 
FIG. 1 is a diagram of a coil system in a plasma 8oav 
field; 
FIG. 2 is a graph of the average locaiion of magnetic 
field lines of an  osciiIating dipole in a stationary con- 
ducting medium; 
FIG. 3 i5 a graph showing the distortion of rmagrretic 
field lines OF an oscillating d i p ~ l c  by a plasma stream 
moving parallel to the dipole axis; 
FIG. 4 1s a graph showing the ~lrstoi~ioar  if rn3:i r i i ~  
field lines of an osc~llafing dipole by a plasma stream 
moving mrpendictllar to the dipole axis; 
FIGS. .§a and 5h are diagrams .;howlng coil arraage- 
ments for measuring the conductivity of a plasma; 
FIGS. 6u, 6h,  6c and 6d are tliaprams showing coil 
arrangements for measuring the product of condi~ciivity 
and velocity of a plasma stream; 
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k'I(i. 7 is ;L cliaprarn showing a coil ;trr;rnyencnt for the total magnetic field is 
4 
rncasrtring ihc conti~~ctivily and thrsc velocity components 
of' it pl;rsrna stream; .= \$ ,, i !), .k - 1 -  L 1 - { ~  O(l{,,,:aj - -  - -  .. 
F I C i .  W is La side view of a Ihrec-coil arrangement f o r  Cross coupling between the perturbation Ereii4.i is of sec- 
measuring conductivity and velocity of a piasm:~ stream _ ond order in K, and shall be igncjrcd here. 
in a a)nstricted wind tunnel; i t  is also assumed that the supports for the ccjiis L Z I ~  --. Wail- 
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used with ishingly small in size and that the eIec:romagnetic body 
the arrangement of FIG. 8. forces on the plasma do  not distort the parallel strearn- 
FIG. 10 is a graph showing the factors for velocity and lines. In the present invention, it was found that the effect 
conductivity to correct for the presence of coil support It ,  o f  the shock waves and flow disturbances caused by the 
rods and heat shields; coils and their support rods on the measuren~ents was 
FIG. I la  is a graph showing variations of the secondary negligible if the coils were separated a distance large com- 
voltage of a given probe with the diameter of the container pared to their diameter. Flow distortion brought about by 
used for calibration; the magnetic field is also small because the magnetic pres- 
FIG. 1 l b  is a graph showing variations of the secondary 1; sure 
voltage of the same probe when corrected to infinite stream 
size and zero probe support diameter; and i ~ 1 0 - ~  atm.) 
FIG. 12 is a diagra~m showing the coil positions used to is much less than the dynamic pressure of the stream 
evaluate the product of area and turns of the coils and the (-0.02 atm.) 
amplification of the circuit in calibrating the system. 
20 Hence, the flow field can be treated as a uniform stream 
THEORETICAL BASIS FOR T H E  INVENTION with a constant velocity of either 
Before considering the details of the structure of  the Iu,,  or ZU, 
present invention, the following theoretical considerations 
are presented to provide a better basis for understanding 25 (The unit vectors 
its operation. ;, 3, and  ?i 
The primary coil of this invention is considered to be 
a magnetic dipole which is excited with alternating current are directed in the positive x, y and z directions, respec- 
of frequency w / 2 r .  As shown in FIG. 1 ,  the tively.) It is also assumed that charge neutrality exists 
changes in the field of a primary coil 11 brought about by 30 everywhere and that no boundaries are near the dipole. 
the plasma, represented by the velocity vectors Hence currents can flow in closed loops within the plasma. 
The plasma is taken to he uniform throughout the flow 
1 \ nntl Ull field and to have a scalar conductivity. Displacement and 
are detected by a coil 12, The energy transfer Hall currents and radiation are regarded as negligible so  
;tcross such a loosely coupled transformer depends on *he 36 that the electric field intensity and current are alined, pro- 
manner of exciting the primary 11 and on the nature of portional and in phase. Since the effect of the electric field 
the surrounding medium. on  conductivity is usually small a t  the intensities to be 
Most arc jet wind tunnels, where the present invention considered here, enhancement of conductivity by that ef- 
is particularly useful, operate at conditions such that the fect will also be ignored. The frequency, w ,  is chosen so 
mawetic Reynolds number, R,, of the stream is small. 40 that it is much less than the plasma frequency. The fore- 
Under these circumstances, the induced magnetic fields going idealizations make i t  possible to find solutions for 
are small in with the impressed field, because the first-order perturbation magnetic fields by vector rela- 
it is known that the ratio of the induced to impressed field tionships without recourse to more complex mathematics. 
is of the order of the magnetic Reynolds number. Hence, 
as a first approximation, the electric currents induced in 45 OSCILLATING DIPOLE IN A STATIONAEZY 
the plasma by the interaction of a dipole magnetic field PLASMA 
with the plasma can be calculated by assuming the dipole Before the induced systems are found, the equations 
to be undistorted from its shape in vacuum. Then the for the primary dipole field to be considered are written, 
electric currents can be calculated separately and the re- The magnetic vector potential for an ideal dipole mag- 
suIts summed for the total effect. Here the flow problem is 50 netic field in a medium of constant magnetic permeability 
divided into the three components: ( 1 )  oscillation of the 1 and zero conductivity is given by 
dipole at  frequency w / 2 r  in a stationary plasma, sub- A,= (p /4a)mX~ ( l l r )  
script I; ( 2 )  uniform flow parallel to the coil axis, ( 1  j 
where t n  is the magnetic dipole moment. Throughout this k CT,, 55 specification the primary coil is assumed to have its axis 
and (3) uniform flow perpendicular to the coil axis, directed in the + z  or  direction and to have its center 
i LrL a t  the origin of the coordinate system. FOP a coil with a 
characteristic radius r,, the magnetic diopie moment can 
i n  other words, the electric currents in the plasma for 60 be approximated by that given a smaEi coil as 
the three causes )~~=kn,,.lrI,r,z cos w t =  (4~1pslp)k cos wl  ( 2 )  
.!I, .(I,$ where the peak electric current is I,, and the number of 
respe.ctively, are calculated from the undistorted or ideal- turns in the primary coil is n,. Eq~iatiisn 1 can then be 
ized magnetic dipole field, B,,, and fhe total current in  the n5 rewritten as 
plasma is A ,  - r n  co:j ,rAxc( l / r )  - - i t / ,  cos <:)rv*: (bj ' ; ' )  ( : i )  
,f -: , I ,  :- ,Il -+ . f l - ! -  O ~ I ~ , , , ~ }  
- -  - - ' I  he magnetic field of rke prinxtry dipolc i s  ibcri yivcii  by 
Eicciriz cui.rcrits generate the dipoie ficld arc not 
~ , , - v x A ~ A - v L  coq , i v ~ i v ~ ( A / r j ]  included in this equation bcc:iirse they are inside a coil 70  
- ?hat is assunled, in the theory, to have ;i vanishingly small -- -WL cor ,I( f(:t.cz/rc) -1 j ( : : ! 1 z / r 5 )  
radius. Since the di\tui-bance or pertr~rhation magnetic 
fields arc related to the currents by + (i/r7)(f 3 z ? / r 2 )  - I ] !  ( i j  
where 
v X i L = p : l t ,  TX:!I =p;,,, a11d ~ X k ~ = = p { ~  75 r= (x2+y2+zZjl/a 
5 6 
To a first order in nlagrzetlc Reynolds number, the in- by n-ieanr of cylintlricai coordinates yield\ the ~ r l u r b ' i -  
stantaneott., eiectri~ current in the plasma i \  given by Lion nragnetic vector potentt:il 
.r-c(P;+- [ I X I f " )  ( .-r ) a_' 
whcrc CF I \  the ~ond~rct~vrty. a? 
\ l n ~ c  the pl,~\m,l ri it,ttionnry for the prewni Lase, a -  a  i ( ( j  j t i t )  
l J - -  0 
and the current ari5es only from the electiic field, that i\, /t - < l , t  ::+ 0 ( 1 2 , , , ~ ~ )  
. J , = U ~ ,  10 for zero flow velocity, with the magnetic Reynolds num- 
ber for this case defined as 
where the subscript t is used to denote the solution for 
.R,,, L =  upwj2  the oscillating case. From Maxwell's equations, the elec- (13) 
tric field is, to a first order in R,, where the characteristic length has not yet been set. 
1.5 If a time average or  rms location of the undisturbed 
v x  - Et= - - ( = - ( a / a t ) !  '! D= -? ( a A , l a L )  and the distorted magnetic lines of force are calculated 
(6) using the foregoing relations for Rmt=0.4, the nature of 
It is then reasoned that the influence of the conducting medium on the idealized dipole is illustrated in FIG. 2, where the undisturbed lines 
o x [ ~ ~ + ( a ~ ~ / a t ) ~ = ~  or 20 of force are shown in solid lines, and the distorted lines 
EL+ ( a ? , ~ a t )  =!+ of force are shown as dashed lines. (') The present invention operates by defecting the dillor- 
Since all  current loops close within the fluid without tion of the primary field for a measurement of the ton- 
crossing boundaries on which charges can accumulate, 25 ductivity. Since it is quite easy to evaluate the power dis- 
the electric field is divergence free or s~pated in the plasma by the electric currents there, the 
results are presented as 
v . E t = O  Pt=JtP/uw2m1[ (x2 
Also, by definition, + y 2 ) i r 6 ]  sin2 wr/unit volume (14n) 
r.A,= 0 30 and the total power dissipation for the Row field is 
so that Ptot=.f$JPt dv 
c . [ ~ : + ( a / t , j a l ) ] = ~  - - =8(r;2uw2tn2 /3ro)  sin2 WF ( f 4/11 
where ro is the radius of the nonconducting support for 
and, therefore, 3.5 the primary coil. 
v.v+=v2+=0 - - UNIFORM S T R E A M  PARALLEL T O  DIPOLE 
AXIS, U I I  
A solution that satisfies this equation for the unbound- As pointed out previously, the uniform strt,am is as- 
ed flow field is @=0, and so 40 sumed unaltered by the presence of the coil supports or 
El= - (d.,l,lat) = -w,n sin w t ~ X  ( L / r )  (8) by the body force on the conducting plasma. Since only 
one velocity component at a time is being considered 
As a result, the elect~ic current system in the fluid and and charge separation is 
the magnetic perturbation may be related by (i.e., Er 0 )  
r J t = u p E , = ~ X ~ t = a ~ w ) n  sin w t ~ _ ~ ( P / r )  ( 9 )  45 - 
a first approximation to the electric current is given by 
Equation 9 can be rewritten as 
;11=vu, , f  xp ,  (1 521) 
r:/ [ l ! , + u p w n ~  sin w t ( f / r ) ] = 0  
with 
or 60  - - 
I J I I = V X ~ , , = U P U I I ~ * X  (v i_l,,) (15b) 
b,+ u j ~ w n l ( f : / r )  sin w l = v X  
When the procedure used to find bt in the previous 
where k is a scaler to be determined ~ c h  that section is applied to Eqs. 15, the magnetic field perturba- 
tion brought about by a uniform stream alang the dipole 
o.,t=o '' axis is, to a first order in 
When the divergences of Eq. 1 is taken, it is found that R D L ~ ~ = u ~ [ J i i ~  
~ ' x = c ~ w ~ / L  -in w l v . < k , ' r )  = upwnl[iJ(  l j r ) / d z ]  sin wt 
= U ~ U ~ ~ ~ L  cos w t ( i ) / a z ) [ ( k / T )  - ~ _ ( z / 2 r ) ]  (1611) 
since 2 / r = ~ 2 r  and, therefore, la (  l / r j / a z ]  = ( 1 / 2 ) v 2  = ( u p U l , n ~ / 2 )  cos w t [ l -  ( 3 ~ 2 / r 2 ) ] [ ~ r / r " ) + ~ ( ~ / ~ - ~ ) + ~  z/$)] 
( a r / a z  j ,  the quanitp, is evaluated as OGh) 
A =  (z/2r)oliwn7 sin w f  The magnetic vector potential can once again he found 
from the relationship 
and from ~ t ,  the magnetic field perturbation h, is found as 05 
l-7 X ~ l i  = i l t  
b ,=-aPwm sin w i , ( i ' 1 ) - ~ ( 2 1 2 1 ) ]  (10) 
or in expanded form 
ci = (airb',,~n co5 w t / Z ) j t j i j z  r / - j i ~ z / t d , ~  ( i  i ,  
t 5 t  I 4 t L I I I  7 FIG. 3 illustrates the field lines a 
Integration of tlie ~.c.l;\tionjhip 
( 11 ) instant for an undisturbed magnetic dipole. (solid ikes) 
and the dashed lines as modified by a stream along the z 
axis untlcr the conditions that 
3,517,302 
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UN II:O.K M S'I I(f<P\M IVEKPENDICUII<AK 'I'O DlPOL11 ttrc miignetic Reynolds rrt~nlher hzrs bcclr sl~oscn :ls r,, 
AXIS, U lfie radius of thc primary coil 86. The c;ri:rirtitiss 
In thi.; caw, the stream is assumed to be parallel to the r ~  and nz 
.x coortlinate and perpendicutar to the dipole axis. Since ,,, [he radius and nlrmber of of Ihe clrij 
the dipole field is symmetrical about the z axis, the re- 6 17. 
sults will apply by a rotation of axes to any stream di- An alternate coil system for measuring conductivity 
rection that lies in the r y  plane. The electric current is is shown in FIG. 5 b .   hi^ includes prinlary 16 
J L = o U L i X  n, and two secondary coils 21 and 22. This system is inde- 
- 
(18') pendent of cU, but does pick up a contribution from 
with now 10 
u  U,, If U,, = 0  
PJ,=v X_bL (Isb) the coil system can be analyzed as follows. Consider 
By the same techniques employed above, first the coil 21 labeled Z1 in FIG. 5b for which 
b,= Z:,.IIL cos w t i i r / i ) z ) [ ( f / r )  - ( q a x j v  ( 1 1 2 ) ~  (19n) 15 &=k, x z ~ = z ~ ~ = O ,  and y z 1 =  - y ~ .  
= - ( U P U , I I L / ~ ( C O S  w t (  (&/7~)[1+ ( k 2 / r 2 ) ]  = ( n 4 2 )  [ ( 2  c o s  wllyl3) - IZ,,, sin w l / ( r , ? y ~ j  l 
+ $ ( ~ x ~ Z / $ )  + t ( s / f l ) [ ( 3 z z / r z )  -%I] Similar l~* with 
A * 
(1%) 20 SZ= k, xz2=  y z2=  0, and z ~ ? =  z l ,  
and the field for coil 22 Z2 is 
(1 = - (ap Cnt .'2) cos  wl (Jix" + ~ ) / r 3 ] +  t ( y z / r j )  J ( 2 0 )  Bz ,=  - ( m / 2 ) [ ( 4  c o s  ~ 1 1 ~ 1 3 )  + 2R,,t sin w l / ( r D Z z ~ ) ]  
If y i = z l ,  and the number of turns on the coils are such 
 ist tort ion of the dipole field by U ,  is illustrated in 25 that n ~ 1 = 2 n 2 2  and the two coils are of the same radius, 
R ~ ~ = a f i U ~ = 0 . 4 7  with the undistOrted lines the contribution of the primary field cancels when the 
again showing in solid lines and the distorted lines of output of the two signals are added. l-he other signals force as dashed lines. complement one another so that the net potential for 
COIL SYSTEMS the conductivity coils at a given instant becomes 
30 
Two coil systems are shown in FIGS. 5a and 56 that axb= ( 2 ~ r ~ 2 n z w m R ~ , / y ~ r , 2 )  cos of. ( 2 4 )  
- 
will measure the conductivity without a contribution (to It is to be that although this system will work first order in R,) arising from one or both of the velocity when the stream direction is normal lo the dipole axis, the 
components 1 Or U i .  *'gebraic for the sensitivity is three times greater than that of the two-coil 
relationship between the voltage induced on the second- 35 system shown in FIG. 
aries and the conductivity are found as follows. The FIG. 6 illustrates a number of double- and tripk-coil 
potential * induced on a secondary anywhere in the flow assemblies for measuring each of the products ;md field is approximated by uU,. In principle, the two double-coil and the two triple- 
+= -strsr,2(2BV/ar) coil arrangements are the same. That is, the one sec- (21) " ondary coil in the double-coil systems measures directly 
 here n, and r, are the number of turns and the radius the fore and aft asymmetry of the magnetic fieid caused 
of the secondary, respectively, and B, is the component 6y  the stham. It  is free from contribution by the undis- 
of the magnetic field in a direction along the axis and torted primary field itself (by virtue of its location) and 
at the center of the secondary. For the present invention, by the conductivity distortion of the prinlary field. The 
B, is given by 45 triple-coil systems require that the signals on the two 
~ ~ = ; [ ~ i " + ~ , t i [ ,  +b,t O ~ l ~ , , , ? ~ l  (2q secondaries be subtracted in order to eliminate the cou- pling associated with the conductivity and with the un- 
ivhere it is assumed that each of the field contrjbutions is distorted primary field. 
evaluated at the center of the secondary and is a unit Consider first the two-coil arrangement shown in FIG. 
vector directed along the axis of the secondary. 60. This includes a primary coil 16 and one seconduy 
One embodiment for measuring the conductivity is coil 27. The voltage induced on the secondary is by Eqs. 
shown in FIG. 50. This includes a primary coil 16 and 16' and 219 
a secondary coil 17. The signal on the secondary coil 17 
s = j  A -. x 8 = z , = 0  and y,= - yl is found to be independent of both 55 
9 y a =  - ~ n ~ r ~ ~ ( R , , , ~ ~ ; n w / 2 r , y ~ ~ )  sit1 wt , (25) 
n u I ;  and oT!, 
where 
because the first-order contribution in R, is zero if the 
primary 16 (P)  and the secondary 17 (Z) are placed so R",,, =uPul l r"  
that 60 It is to be noted that the contributions to the potential by 
. . 
s= k and z? / r?=  1 /:1 b t  (Eq. (11 ) )  and 
(\ee Eqs. 166 and 190).  Hence, a secondary placed any- Eq. 19b are both zero. 
whcre on that cone (shown in outline by the dashed The two-probe configuration shown irr FIG. 6b includes 
lines 68 in FIG. 5tr will indicate only a conductivity 05 primary coil 16 and two secondary coils 28 and 29. If the 
r s ~ c : ~ \ l j r e m e i ~ ~  i f  i t \  :,xi\ j \  alined with the axis of the signals on the two coils 28 and 29 ;rr@ stlblrtlcted, the 
",,,* , c i l , : ! r y .  ,I t;r\ crinc r-cprricnt\ the  lo(:ation in space where .rcsuitant ptential is again given by Eqs. 16b m d  21: 
lire ., ci>iily,oncni 6,t ihe tintil\ttir-bed prim:try field is zero. where 
,-'i r.s~,itit)n!,hip for ihc volt:igc o n  a coil 14 located in  A - A 
>i,c[l ;, rel;ltive to (he primary 16 i s  by Eqs. 1 1  70 "~1'="2-!'5 L!'l - ? j y l  'y tZ 
:ind 21. :mtl n ~ l - n ~ z - = a y  and r y i  - = ; r y ~ -  r y .  
+za-= 2rrz?nxfIi' , , ,  w ~ r ~ [ : < r ~ ~ , , ? )  cos wl (23) avI  1 - 2 ~ n u r y ~ ( r ~ r ~ ~ i r i , l   in ~ l / r , z ~ ~ j  ( 2 6 )  
where r ,  i h  the dijtance to the cencer of' the secondary Here, the potential induced in each second:!ry by the 
coil 17 from the origin, ;tnd the characteristic length for 75 ojcillation of the primary B, and the conductivity dis- 
9 10 
tot [ion h, cancel one another. rhe ;rdv,intage of using ment of the coils is apparent rn the 5rgn'il ,if thii a 1>1plifii,i- 
two coils for the secondary iyrieln, a\ in  FIG. 6b, is the tions used. 
greater signal strength, that is, four times larger than the Each support rod 41 wa5 provided wrtir a pass,igeway 
one-coil arrangement of FIG. Cia if a11 other quanlilfes &erein, represented by the dotted Ilne5 44, tui  the shieliled 
are equal. Such a system is pteferred where the measurn- cable from the coils. Alt of the suppott rods 4 1  wsrc 
ment is marginal as a result of low values of the conduc- mounted on a main support member 45. 
tivity o r  for some other reason. However, the mutual To determine the effect of probe size and spacing, three 
aerodynamic interference between coils in the embodiment sizes of the three-coil probes were investigated. Cnnfigur a- 
of FIG. 66 is likely to be high since the primary and the tions I and I1 had the same 22-mm. coil spacing, but 
two secondaries are alined with the stream. their coil (and support rod) diameters were 6.4 mm. and 
PIG. Gc illustrates an alternate two-coil embodiment 2.0 mm., respectively. configuration 111 consisted of coils 
employing primary coil 16 and a secondary coil 31 dis- 2.0 mm. in diameter with 8 mm. spacing so that the overall 
posed as shown. FIG. 6d illustrates an alternate three- probe height was about 18 mm. Probes 11 and had the 
coil system utilizing primary coil 16 and two secondary same frontal area in order to aPsess the change in F r -  
coils 32 and 33. A similar treatment of the coil arrange- 13 f o ~ ~ a n c e  caused by probe spacing. 
ments in FIGS. 6c and 6d by means of Eqs. 196 and 21 Elements of the circuit used are illustrated in FIG. 9. 
also yields the potentials induced in the secondaries shown Two auxiliary or tickler coils are used to adjust the zero 
there. In the first arrangement shown for oUf in FIG. 6c, reading on each secondary to balance out any residual 
the pertinent quantities are electromagnetic or electrostatic signal that may remain 
A A 20 after the coils are mechanically alined or that may arise 
s=z ,  x.=y.=O due to drift of the electrical equipment while the probe 
and zs-zl, so that is inside the wind tunnel. In this way, the signal an~plitude, 
+yc=~nyry2(rn~R,f /2rfi2)sin wf (27) 
where 
Rn,,= U P U , T ~  
Once again, as in the embodiment shown in FIG. 6u, the 
primary and conductivity contributions are zero. Hence, if 
TJ, 
vanishes, so also does 
For the two-coil secondary arrangement of FIG. 6d, 
when the probe is in room air, can be reduced to a low 
value to yield a good null that is essential for accurate 
26 calibration. 
These auxiliary coils include a pair of coils 170, 17b 
associated with secondary coil 14, and coils 270, 276 as- 
sociated with secondary coil 2'7. Each tickler coil corn- 
sists of one turn from the lead to the associated x c -  
30 ondary wil and two turns from the primary coil l6. As 
indicated in FIG. 9, the auxiliary coils are wound in op- 
position and the coupling is aided by either a brass or 
s1=s=X., rY1=ry2=ry, ny1=ny2=ny, xyl=xy2=x1, and ferrite core. Two turns of opposite polarity with the 
third turn between are used for obtaining a positive or 
Y Y = ~ Y = O .  n e n ,  when the voltages indued on the two 35 negative perturbation. The brass core shifts the phase and 
secondaries 32 and 33 are subtracted, the remaining sig- the ferrite core changes the amplitude. 
nal is, by Eq. 196, The frequency of the osciI1ator 51 (100 kc./s.) used 
+ ~ d =  rn1 T ~ ~ O T I O R ,  , J x ~ * )  sin wt. (28) to supply the primary current (-0.1 amp) is crystal 
The foregoing cases illustrate tfle measurements that 40 controlled and the amplitude is Zener diode controlled. 
can be made with directly or by Magnetostrictive filters 52 with a 21.5 cycleis bandpass 
of the unwanted signals. A of any of the coil reduce from the '' and piasma 
A dual-beam oscilloscope 54 with a maxmurn sensrtiv- 
arrangements shown in and may he wed ity of lop v./crn, and a polaroid camera p r o v ~ d ~  means determine both the conductivity and velocity of the plasma 
stream. For example, as shown in  FIG, 7, with a sing,e for read-out and recording the data Stnee the am- 
primary and as few as four secondaries, the conductivity 45 plifier of FIG. 9 has an ampl~fication  atl lo of about 5, 
and three velocity components of an ionized gas stream the overall sensitivity of the circuit 1s approx~mateiy 
can be measured. In FIG. 7, primary 16 and secondary 2p v./cm. An LC filter was also installed in the oscil- 
tolls 17, 27 and 31 are provided, as well as an additional loscope to reduce its internal noise. The response tlme 
secondary coil 34, for measuring the velocity component - of the circuit is estimated at about 0.03 second All of 
U,. As by the labels on the secondary coils, this the leads, the secondary coils, metal supports, ek.,  are 
arrangement to measure the conductivity (coil shielded and insulated against electrostallc coupling 
17) and the three velocity components (coils 27, 31 and the primary c o ~ l  and the plasma stream. 
34). In the special case where the flow direction is known, 
the coil arrangement can be further simplified by having jj Calibration 
only one velocity coil and one conductivity coil. Calibration of the apparatus shown ~n FIG. 9 con- 
sisted of two parts. Tests were first conducted to deter- PREFERRED OF THE 'NVENT1ON mIne how well the theory represents the physical sitaa- 
SeveraI models of the probe system were built, cali- tion under consideration, and to find the proper cor- 
brated and tested in a constricted wind tunnel to deter- GO rections for the deviat~ons Next, scale factona wcie 
mine the practicabil~ty of the coil arrangements. The con- found £or the various probe systems In order to rerate 
figuration chosen for the tests was deemed to be most the measured voltages to the condi ic t~~~tp  and *e?ocrty 
sultable for the plasma stream. Since the stream IS nearly of the plasma stream. Slnce the propertie<> of the plasma 
unidirectronai (I*,- ,u,- 0 )  (a: before. the primafy coil stream were uncezta~n, the callhiation wds carlie4 G I I ~  
has ~ t s  axis in the + z dtrecf~or? 1, a three coil configul a- 6 ,  irr sale (NaCl) water and in sulpht~rrc qcrd M e a i u ; ~  
tion as shown In FIG 8 ss ' l i  used This configiiratron ments made wlth a conductrv~ty cell agreed i+n!i? ki?ctr 
actually n cornbln~tion of #fie models 5hown ~n kIG19 5n bookvaluei. 
and 6n,  and tncludes the primary coil 16, the %cond,rry I t  was aciirmed ~n the forcgolrig thcor) tl;,at t h C  *; *zdsrc 
coil 17 and the se~onddry ~ o l l  27. To provide striictural no boundaries to di5turb the eicctrom,ignetic field of tire 
riridity and yet rewt heat chpowre, LerarnrL support iod5 ;o primary co~l  In redrty, the prcGence of  tbc iupptryi roc%\ 
41 were uwd for the prtrnary .itructure, w ~ t h  a suit:tble and heat shields for the primary dnti kccontl bry iorl5 
heat 5hreld material 42 at the end of each support rod. togetker with the finite w e  of the eiectrfcdjly L O ~ Q U L L I ~ J :  
In th15 way, art initial al~nement of coil5 dnd the zero medium did eliminate wnte of the e i e c t r ~ ~  cirrrent> as- 
reading on the osc~lloscope in the absence of a plasma can aumed to exist in the theory. Another po\\tbic L ~ M J &  
be maintained dur~ng the tests. Any small relittlve move. 75 Tor deviation, although found to be negligible to the a;- 
3,517,302 
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curacy of r l~e plesenr Invenl~on, wds the reprexiitation as gLten by Eqs. 20 meed 23, 
of a coll of finlte stze by a dipole 
A theoretical estimate for the loss in magnetic field a 2(  yz2+ r-")"I2 3 yr6 - - 
brought about by the finite size of the heat shield and G = ~ u z / z ~ ~ ? ~ [ I  + Z Z ~ / ( Z / Z Z + Z C  )I-4puTJz2* (39; 
coil support rod of the primary coil is obtained by bince 
numer~cal evaluation of the relatlonbhip 32z2=?/z2+zz2 
By this means, the theoretical calibration constants for 
P ' P I ~ P I ~ + I ~ ~ ~  
probes I and 111 are, respectively, 
- - -  - -- - -- - [p12-2pBpl 005 +1+p,2+(~.--~,)2]1'~ lo u / h )  theo=221 and 610 rnhos./m./mv. 
( ' l c r )  for a stream of infinite diameter and corrected (FIG. 10) \ - - I  to the finite probe size being used. The corresponding 
where J is given by Eq. 8 for the conductivity correc- experimental values found by dipping the probes in con- 
tion and by Eq. 15b for the velocity, and po is the maxi- ductingsolutions are 
mum radius of the heat shield. It is assumed that the 
secondary coil is located a t  p=p,, +=O, z=z, and that a/QSx),.,=209 and 613 mhos./rn./mv. 
the heat-shield su~vort-rod combination can be revre- An evaluation of the (effective area) x (turns of the 
sented by a semi-jknite cylinder of radius po thataex- velocity coil) for the velocity coil 29 is found in a man- 
tends ahead of the coil center by z,,,. Results for the ner similar to that used for the Z soil 19. From Eqs. 23 
conductivity and for U,, are shown in dimensionless 20 and 25, the velocity of the plasma is given by the ratio 
form in FIG. 10 for a value of z,,, Large enough to in- of the peak-to-peak signals measured on the 2 and l' 
clude any measurable signal loss (and therefore assure coils as 
- 
symmetry about z=O). 
Loss of signal caused by the finite size of the test 2j u,, = (*Y/*z) (rx2nzlry2ny ( 4 2  4wyy2/3 J 3 ~ r )  (32 
medium was not found by Eq. 29 becausg of the slow where y2=yy in present tests. In Eq. 32 it is assumed 
convergence with p for some of the integrals. However, that both circuits amplify the measured voltages by the 
values of same amount and that the correction for the plasma 
A- volume (and the associated electric currents) displaced by 
Y Z  30 the coils, and their support rods and the finite s&e of the 
were obtained experimentally with salt water and acid are the same. before, the amplifier calibration 
in containers with diameters of 10 cm., 1s cm., and 2s constant is included with the turns ratio. When the coils 
Depth of  the fluids (15-30 cm.1 was always suf- are located as shown in FIG. 12, the signals on both are 
ficient to insure no measurable effect. These results, a maximum as a function of z ;  that is, 
5hown in PIG. 1 I n ,  form a straight line when plotted 35 
a\ a function of the inverse of the container diameter, (d+y/dz),,d=O 
and thereby permit easy extrapolation to infinite con- 
tainer size. When these results are used to correct the 
measured conductivity signais for finite probe and stream 
size, the voltage induced on the conductivity secondary, 
i b  found to vary linearly with 
y?;-1 
as shoun in FIG. 110, and as predicted by Eq. 23. 
Theoretical values for 
where 
4,) I n  practice, the coils are moved in the z direction by slid- 
ing the support rods 4 1  through the main support 45 
(FIG. 8)  until each has achieved its maximum voltage 
with room air as the surrounding medium. The theoretical 
ratio of the peak-to-peak voltages on the coils is then, 
45 from Eqs. 4 and 21, 
@z since yy=2d. If, as for the present probes! 
can be calculated by Eq. 23 provided effective values Y z = Y Y  
are established for the coil areas, together with the am- 60 the calibration constant accounts for the effective 
plification or attenuation in each part of the electrical area turns and amplification ratio is 
circuit. However, quantitative data for the separate 
stages are difficult to determine accurately in some cases rz2n?;/ry2ny = ( ~ ~ / @ d )  [48/(25fi)1=0.85t36(*,/@d) 
and the accumulated error for the total might be siza- 
ble. A more satisfactory technique for an overall con- 55 (33) 
stant that includes area and amplification is illustrated where ' c  and 'd are read from Ihe osci'l'oscope. 
in FIG. 12 and may be obtained ar follows. The signal When Eqs. 15b and 29 are used to evaluate the eEecC 
on the 2 secondary is first measured when it is retracted the probe support and On 'the 
In the direction to z=O as shown in FIG. 12, so that signal as compared with the amount for the conductivity, 
the primary and tolls are both at same streamwig 000 the correction factor found is shown as the dashed line 
station. Then, from Eqs. 4 and 21 the voltage (peak to jn 'IG. lo. 
peak) induced on the probe at z=O is, in the absence From these considerations, the calibration conqtants 
of a conducting medium, for the velocity probes in an infinite medium and with finite support-rod diameters are 
*( - -2~~i tnzrz2w, ' i f z '  ("0) 65 lJii =6,100  in^/&, 14,600 * y f + ~ ,  cnd :1,300 
Unknowns regarding the jeRect~ve nunrlber of turns) I: 
(radtu\)  of the primary .~rrcr 2 coils together with the #%l/i$rm/s 
dnplrfication r'itio of thc clcctronlc\ arc then eliminated respectively, for piobeb I, 11, and I l i  
in ordcr to dctcrmrnc the caiibrat~on con3tant, 
5 0 Tebt rc\ulls 
a/*z  Plasma Bowing in a con.itricted-arc wind tranncl wa.; 
That is, by considering the ratio of (hc ~ak- to-peak  generated at power levels from 100 to 400 amp current 
voltages of through a 1.27 crn. (95 in.) throat constrictor. Each of the 
probes was mounted on an air-driven carriage that would 
't.c to  4 z  75 traverse the 15 cm. free jet horizontally over a distance 
3,51%*,3Q2 
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of ;thotit 22 ern. i l l  ;i.; little 21s 0.3 second. '!he 1,rinl;lry being spaced from said prinitrry coii and  hsviilg its 
coil was loc:rted such t h a t  i t  p;is\ecl t h ~ o t i g h  tI~c wind- central axis coincidcrlt wit11 said first coordiriate a x i s  
t~innel center line and wax ;I( no time within "1 cnl. of any said second secondary coil being spaccd froan b a i 3  
inetal object of thc Faciiity; this distance was found to be primary coil and having i t s  cenlral axis spaced Erixni 
sufficient to prevent an observable extraneotis signal. but narallei to said first coordinate axis; and 
Motion of the carriage was coupfed to the sweep of '? indicating means connected to said first and sccoiid 
the two beams of the oscilloscope 54 by a potentiometer secondary coils and responsive to the conabined volt- 
so that a 2.5 cm. movement of the probe resulted in ap- age thereacross for producing an indication of the 
proximately I cm. (or  1 division) movement of the beams. conductivity of the gas stream. 
A number of runs were made to determine the repeatabil- 3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 2 in which said 
ity of each instrument and of the facility and to determine second secondary coil, is spaced from said primary coii 
the effect of sweep direction, heat-shield shape, and coil o n  a second coordinate axis which is normal to said 
size and spacing on the data. Repeatability in the gross first coordinate axis. 
aspects of the data for given tunnel conditions was found 4. Apparatus for measuring the conductivity and ve- 
to be good. 15 locity of an  ionized gas stream, comprising: 
Both the velocity and conductivity were found to be a primary electrical coil disposed in said gas strean?;, 
independent of the heat-shield shape and probe spacing the center of said primary coil lying at the origin of 
if the volume corrections in FIG. 10 were applied. These a cartesian coordinate system with a first coordinate 
tests included heat-shield tips that were approximately axis coincident with the central axis of said coil; 
hemispherical and that had 5 "  to 40' semivertex conical 20 means for supplying electrical energy to said primary 
tips. Results from the various probes tested agreed with coil; 
each other within the repeatability of the test facility. first and second secondary coils disposed in  saId gas 
The lowest measurable values of conductivity appear to stream and magnetically coupled to said primary coil 
be about 1 mho/m. for the largest probe, I, and about through said gas stream; 
10 mhos/m. for the smaller ones. The threshold velocity 25 
=id first secondary coil being spaced from Said primary 
depends on the conductivity of the stream. For the tests coil in accordance with the relationship r2=3z2 
discussed here, it was about 200 m./s. The magnetic Rey- where r is the distance from the center of said pri- 
nolds numbers of the tests carried out varied from mary coil to the center of said first secondary 
R, = 0.000 1 to 0.1. coil z is the distance said first secondary coil is 
While the above detailed description has shown, de- 30 spaced from said primary coil in a direction 
scribed and pointed out the fundamental novel features to the central axis of said coils; 
of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it said second secondary coil being spaced from said pri- 
will be understood that various omissions and substitu- maty coil o n  a second coordinate axis which is wor- 
tions and changes in the form and details of the device ma1 to  said first coordinate axis; illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art, with- 35 first indicating means to said secondary 
out departing from the spirit of the invention. It is the 
intention, therefore, to be limited only a s  indicated by the coil and responsive to the voltage thereacross for 
scope of the following claims. producing an indication of the conductivity of said 
What is claimed is: gas stream; and 
Apparatus for measuring the conductivity of an 40 s e c ~ n d  indicating means connected to said second sec- 
ionized gas stream, comprising: ondary coil and responsive to the voltage thereacross 
a primary electrical coil disposed in said gas stream, for producing an  indication of the product of the 
the center of said primary coil lying a t  the origin of conductivity and the velocity of the gas stream. 
a coordinate system with a first coordinate 5. Apparatus in accordance with claim 4 in which the 
axis coincident with the central axis of said coil; central axis of said second secondary coil coincides with 
means for supplying electrical energy to said primary 45 Said second axis. 
coil; 6. Apparatus in accordance with claim 5 comprising 
a secondary electrical coil disposed in said gas stream rmans for generating and direcling plasma gas in a 
and magnetically coupled to said primary coil  direction parallel to said first coordinate axis. 
through said stream, the axis of said secondary coil 7. Apparatus for  measuring the conductivity and ve- 
being parallel with the axis of said primary locity of an  ionized gas stream, comprising: 
said secondary coil being spaced from said primary a primary electrical coil disposed in said gas stream, 
coil in accordance with the relationship the center of said primary coil lying at the origin 
of a cartesian coordinate system with a first coosdi- 
[ r2=3,2]r2=3za nate axis coincident with the central axis of said 
where r is the distance from the center of said pri- 53 
mary coil to the center of said secondary coil and z 
is the distance said secondary coil is spaced from 
said primary coil in a direction parallel t o  the central 
axis of said coils; and 
indicating means connected to said secondary coil and 60 
responsive to the voltage thereacross for producing 
an indication of the conductivity of the gas stream. 
2. Apparatus for measuring the conductivity of an 
ionized gawstream: compri5ing: 
a primary eicctrictjl coil diiposed in said ga\ stream, 
the center of said primary coii iyirrg a t  the origin 
of a c;irtc5i:in coordinaec 5yitern with a first coordi- 
nate axis coincident with tbe centrd axis of said 
coil; 7 u 
means for supplying electrical energy to said primary 
coil; 
first and second secondary coils disposed in said ga\ 
stream and magnetically coupled to said primary 
coil through said stream, said first secondary coil 75 
coil; 
means for supplying electrical energy to satd primary 
coil; 
first, second, third and fourth secondary colIs d ~ s p o x d  
in s a ~ d  gas stream and magnetically coupled to iazd 
primary coll through s a d  gas ?&earn; 
sard first secondary c o ~ l  being spaced froin \and prrnzlal v 
coll In accordance wtth the relairanshrp *"3z2 
where r IS the dlstance from the Gentes of  sagd pri- 
mary cod to the center of sail! filsr \etorrd,ary corl 
and z IS the di\rance .;,~rd first %econcl t r y  rrili : \r,n~ei9 
from s d ~ d  prlmary cori In a drrerfrors par t1ii.i tz she 
central axfs of sard cotd%, 
said second and \aid third seconddry ~o i i s  belng \paced 
from ~ a ~ d  pr1m:try coil on  s d ~ d  frr:& coordrn,tte .xi , 
said fourth secondary cot1 being 5p3c~"II Prom sa~(i pil- 
mary toll o n  a e c o n d  coordinate axti, which rs nor- 
mal to sald first coordinaee axis; 
first indicating means connected to w d  first seconaary 
coil and responsive to the voltage there'icross ios 
3,5%"$,302 
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producing an indication of the conductivity of said ondary mib and resmiunsive to the combined voltage 
gas stream; and &ereaaoss for producing aa indication of rhe prod- 
second indicating means connected to said second, thkd uct of the conductivity and the velocity of the gas 
and four& secondary coils and responsive lo  the volt- s ~ ~ a r n .  
ages thereacross for producing an indication of the 92. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11 in which 
velocity components of said gas swam.  said h t  arid second secondary coils have their central 
8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 9 in which the axes coincident with said first coordinate axis and are 
central axes of said second and said third secondary coils spaced from each other on opposite sides of said pri- 
are disposed normal to said first coordinate axis. mary coil. 
9. Apparatus in accordance with claim 8 in which 13. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11 in which 
the central axes of said second and said third secondary lo said first and second secondary coils lie along a second 
coils are disposed normal to each other. coordinate axis normal to said first coordinate axis. 
10. Apparatus in accordance (with claim 9 in which 
the central axis of said fourth secondary coil is disposed References Cited 
parallel to the central axis of said third secondary coil. 15 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
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